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Abstract
The use of distributed and parallel computer systems is growing rapidly, requiring an appropriate system to support its work processes. One technology that supports distributed computer systems is cloud computing. This system can generate the need to maximize the use of existing computing resources, one of which is in the form of cloud-based storage. The computer laboratory of Informatics Department of Petra Christian University has very large resources, but they have not been optimized in the utilization of existing storage devices. This condition gives the idea to utilize computers in the laboratory with cloud, so the storage can be used well. This implementation used the OpenStack cloud framework, which could provide IaaS service. From some existing OpenStack services, storage management used OpenStack Swift on its processing. OpenStack Swift is a cloud-based storage service that leverages various computing resources. After the implementation process, testing was done by way of data management, so storage could store, retrieve, and delete data. In addition, testing was also done by turning off some physical machines to ensure cloud services could remain well accessible, and measure the speed of data transfer in cloud storage. The resulting data was used to evaluate the cloud storage systems that had been created.
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1. Introduction
The use of distributed and parallel computer systems is growing rapidly, requiring an appropriate system to support its work processes. Along with the evolving needs that exist, a computer system is also required to work quickly and have a low fault tolerant. One technology that supports distributed computer systems like this is cloud computing.

Cloud Computing is a combination of the use of computer technology and Internet-based development that is an abstraction of the hidden infrastructure [1-3]. In general, cloud computing utilizes more than one computer that has been connected to each other through a network. This distributed system can generate the need to maximize the use of existing computing resources, one of which is in the form of storage in the form of cloud storage. Computer systems like this can be pretty much found around us, some of them are in the computer laboratory of Informatics Department of Petra Christian University.

The computer lab of Petra Christian University's Informatics department is a considerable investment. However, in reality the use of the computers in the laboratory is not optimal in terms of lecturing activities, and as a storage device. Each computer in the laboratory has an average of 500 Gigabytes of storage. But the use of the storage is often uneven because one computer’s storage may be used up, while other computers have plenty of storage space left. Such conditions, provide ideas to utilize computers in the laboratory with the cloud method for more efficient use of storage. With the specifications and existing computer facilities, they can be utilized to become a private cloud computing system.

2. Literature Review
Cloud computing proves to be so disruptive to provide anyone with on demand remote access to a large pool of third-party computing resources and services [4-8]. Private cloud is a
Cloud Computing service, provided to meet the internal needs of an organization/company. In a company, usually the IT Department is responsible as the provider of cloud services, and other divisions within the company as its users [9]. As a Service Provider, of course, IT Department must be responsible for the service to run well in accordance with service quality standards that have been determined by the company, either infrastructure, platform or existing applications. There are several advantages in using private cloud, i.e.

- Data security is guaranteed because the internal organization or company manages its own system security.
- The internet bandwidth is saved when the service is accessed only from the organization's internal network.
- Business process does not depend on internet connection, but it still depends on local internet connection (intranet).

On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages that can arise with the use of private cloud, i.e. it can be a large investment because the internal company or organization itself must prepare its infrastructure. It takes manpower to care for and ensure the service goes well and smoothly. By using less skilled personnel, the system security is less secure because of poor settings.

Cloud Computing is a combination of the use of computer technology in a single computing and development with an internet base. According to NIST [10], there are five characteristics of a system called cloud computing, among others, as follows:

- Resource Pooling, which is a physical or virtual computing resource collected by service providers to meet the needs of many customers with multi-tenant models. These computing resources can be used dynamically by customers to meet their needs.
- Broad Network Access, which is a cloud service provider capability through a network that can be accessed using multiple end devices.
- Measured Service, which is a service to optimize and monitor services related to computing resources such as bandwidth, storage, processing, and so on.
- Rapid Elasticity, which is a service from cloud providers can be used by cloud consumer dynamically to raise or lower the service capacity. The service capacity provided is usually unlimited, and the consumer service can freely and easily select the desired capacity at any time.
- Self Service, which is a configuration service for Cloud Consumer independently services that want to be used through a system, without the need of human interaction with the cloud provider.

Beyond the existing characteristics, cloud computing has three types of services offered to customers or users concerned [11]. The services are described as follows: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

2.1. OpenStack

OpenStack is a cloud platform that consists of several free and open source softwares to provide Cloud IaaS service both in personal and in large scale [12]. It can be interpreted that OpenStack is a service that acts as a middleware to unify the diversity of layers such as network, storage, hardware, operating system, and so forth. OpenStack consists of many parts that have different functions. Quoted from the OpenStack document [13], there are several components that are parts of OpenStack. These components include:

- Nova, which is the main computing engine in OpenStack to deploy and manage large numbers of virtual machines and instances in handling computational tasks.
- Swift, which is a storage system for objects and files.
- Cinder, which is a block storage component, which is more analogous to the idea of a traditional computer that can access a specific location on a disk drive.
- Neutron, which provides networking capabilities for OpenStack. This helps to ensure that each component of the OpenStack deployment can communicate with each other quickly and efficiently.
- Horizon, which is the OpenStack dashboard of graphical interface. In this dashboard provides system administrators to see what is happening in the cloud and manage it as needed.
- Keystone, which is the service identity that is central to all usage in OpenStack cloud. All services provided by the cloud must have permission to use the service.
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- Glance, which is an image service for OpenStack that refers to an image (or virtual copy) of the hard disk.
- Ceilometer, which is a telemetry service within the cloud to provide billing services to individual users.
- Heat, which is an orchestration component of OpenStack, to store the needs of cloud applications in a file that defines what resources are required for the application. This is necessary in managing the infrastructure to run cloud services.

2.2. OpenStack Swift
OpenStack Swift is popular open source software used to build very large-scale storage systems [14]. OpenStack Object Swift is a scalable multi-tenant object storage system, and it can manage unstructured data [15]. In this case, OpenStack Swift has several components to support existing object storage services. Existing components include the following:
- Proxy server, which plays a role in uploading files, modifying metadata, and creating containers. It can use cache to improve its performance.
- Account servers, which manage accounts related to Swift service.
- Container servers, which manage container mappings or folders contained in OpenStack Swift.
- Object servers, which manage actual objects on storage nodes like files and so on.
- Periodic process, which serves as a replication service in ensuring consistency or availability within the cluster.
- WSGI middleware, which authenticate OpenStack Identity.
- Swift Client, which serves as a user facility in sending user permissions commands via the command line.
- Swift-init, which creates a script that initializes in the ring file.
- Swift-recon, which retrieves information about clusters that have been collected by the swift-recon middleware.

3. System Planning
3.1. Working Scheme
OpenStack Swift provided the IaaS service with the system work scheme used as Figure 1.

As in Figure 1, the explanation of the Openstack Swift work scheme is as follows:
1. Auth server, in this case, is also known as node controller role in client authentication process that accessed the system. The node controller installed the keystone service which
was the means of authentication in OpenStack. The client provided information in the form of user and password to be verified by keystone service.

2. If the client authentication was successful on the controller node, then the process would proceed to the proxy server node. In the proxy server node, files sent by the client were processed for storage in the available storage nodes. In general, proxy server nodes played a role in every data management activity that involved storage nodes, i.e. storage, retrieval, and data deletion. Proxy server nodes also managed sync, balancing, and data replication processes.

3. Data that were received by proxy server node were then processed to the storage node. The storage process was divided into two, namely the container and the object. Object was stored in each container so that one container could have many objects, while one object was only contained in one container. The proxy server node passed the data and was received by the storage node in the hashing form. The successful data storage process returned the output to the client in the form of a successfully saved file name along with its hashing code.

4. During the process of retrieving and deleting data from the storage node, the proxy server sent a hashing code to recognize the file to be retrieved or deleted. This process did not return any output to the client, but the client could check directly the changes to the directory or object list in the system.

3.2. Network Design

From the network design shown in Figure 2 for the use of OpenStack Swift, the network used was 192.168.11.0 with subnet mask/24, i.e. 255.255.255.0. The Default Gateway that was used in accordance with the IP Address was owned by the router, i.e. 192.168.11.1. While the DNS server used was 203.189.120.4 and 203.189.120.7. This network used several computers in the this research, which were divided into one controller node, one proxy server node, three storage nodes, and one client.

3.3. Storage Node Disk Partition

The disk partition was performed only on the Storage Node, which provided the capacity for the Operating System as well as OpenStack Swift itself. This partition was created because Swift could not be performed on a disk used by other system. In this case, the disk partition used for Swift was 100 Gigabyte, while Ubuntu used 250 Gigabyte. The disk partition was done as in Figure 3.
3.4. Network Configuration

Routers played a role in forming a new network, which were used in the Openstack system. It was intended that the ongoing process did not disrupt the network outside the system. The router used was the Buffalo AirStation Router, with the following steps:

1. The admin performed a Router reset, then accessed to 192.168.11.1 address with username using root without password. This address displayed the configuration page of the existing router.

2. The admin configured in the Wireless Connection menu section to manage the existing network with existing DHCP IP Pool. In this case, the admin created a new network on 192.168.11.0 with Pool of 64 as shown in Figure 4.

3.5. IP Address Configuration

For each node, it needed to be assigned a static IP Address, so that the available nodes could be identified with each other. The subnet mask used was 255.255.255.0 or/24. The default gateway used was 192.168.11.1 in accordance with the existing IP Address on the Router. The DNS server used was 203.189.120.4 based on the existing network. These three configurations were applied to all nodes used. On the other hand, the node controller had IP Address 192.168.11.2, the proxy server node had IP Address 192.168.11.3, and the storage node had a range of IP addresses starting from 192.168.11.4 to a number of existing storage nodes.
3.6. Basic Environment

One of the settings that needed to be set up to install on OpenStack was the Basic Environment, or basic environment. This environment became the physical basis in shaping the system. Some of the required environments were storage nodes and node controllers with the Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS operating system. For each node used, the hardware specifications used were as follows: Processor: Intel Core i5-3340@3.1 GHz (4 cores/4 threads), RAM: 16 GB, Disk: 250 GB and Connection: 1 interface 100Mbps Ethernet.

In addition, the installation of the basic components was required by OpenStack in the form of OpenStack packages. In installing OpenStack packages, the Juno cloud repository needed to be added to the source-list of the Advanced Package Tool (APT). After adding the cloud repository, the existing APT needed to apt-get update and apt-get dist-upgrade.

3.7. Framework and Application

The framework used was OpenStack Pike version, so the software was a number of components that operated on OpenStack based cloud system. These components were separated into several nodes: a node controller, a proxy server node, as well as multiple storage nodes. In the design of private clouds in the laboratory, the components used were shown in Figure 5.

![Nodes schema](image)

**Figure 5. Nodes schema**

4. Testing and System Evaluation

4.1. Data Management

In the storage, data management process became the main priority. The basic form of data management was when the system could run its role to store, retrieve, and delete the files it contains. This was intended for the storage to be run and used well by the user. There were three kinds of data management, namely storage, retrieval, and data deletion.

4.2. Storage Node Deactivation

The second test was related to distributed systems, which had more than one storage node to form a cloud storage. Testing was done by turning off one or more storage nodes and evaluating system performance. The evaluation was related to the process of data management in the storage that had been made, and indicated whether or not there was disruption in the process of storing, retrieving, and deleting data. The storage node disabling conditions were illustrated in Figure 6 and 7.

There were three kinds of testing related to storage node disabling, i.e. storage, retrieval, and data deletion. In testing for data retrieval, two cases were used. The first case was the retrieval when one or more storage nodes were turned off as in Figure 6, with storage of all storage nodes lit up. The second was to retrieve data from the system associated with testing data storage, where the condition of some storage nodes was turned off as shown in Figure 6. From the first case test, the system succeeded in providing the data to be stored by the client.

Testing in the storage of a file try.txt was done with two things, namely disabling only on storage node 3 as in Figure 6 as first case, and disabling the storage node 2 and storage node 3 as in Figure 6 as second case.

In the process of deleting data, there were two types of testing performed. The first case was when only one storage node was active, assuming the file storage in the storage node was evenly distributed as shown in Figure 6. The second case was when at least two active storage nodes with file storage in the storage node were evenly distributed as in Figure 7. From the first
case, the client did not succeed in deleting the test.txt file from the storage node swift. Then, in the second case, the same case as the first case occurred where the client also could not delete the files contained in the storage node. The resulting output was the same, i.e. Service Unavailable (Error 503). Based on the error, it showed that file deletion had to involve all storage nodes in active condition. Test conditions were not only on the object, but also on the process of removal of containers in swift.

![Figure 6. Storage node no.3 deactivation](image1)

![Figure 7. Storage node no.2 and no.3 deactivation](image2)

### 4.3. Data Transfer

The third test was related to the speed of data transfer from client to system in the form of storage node. This test was performed to compare the speed of data transfer in swift with disk to disk in general. In testing data transfer, three types of files with varying sizes were used, i.e.

1. Try1.zip for 10 kilobytes as the first case
2. Try 2.zip for 1 megabyte as the second case
3. Try3.zip for 100 megabytes as the third case

Recording was done in the process of storing, retrieving, and deleting data in the storage node, and using measurements in seconds. Data transfer testing measured three main things, namely storage, retrieval, and data deletion.

#### 4.3.1. Store Data

For the first case, the client uploaded the try1.zip file to the swift system in the three active storage nodes. For the second case, the client uploaded the try2.zip file to the swift system in the three active storage nodes. For the third case, the client uploaded the try3.zip file to the swift system in the three active storage nodes. The results of the data storage test are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>All Storage Node : Active</td>
<td>28.17s</td>
<td>28.75s</td>
<td>41.04s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>One of Storage Nodes Inactive</td>
<td>32.56s</td>
<td>35.18s</td>
<td>58.22s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.3.2. Retrieve Data

For the first case, the client downloaded the file coba1.zip from the swift system in the three active storage nodes. For the second case, the client downloaded the try2.zip file from the swift system in the three active storage nodes. For the third case, the client downloaded the file coba3.zip from the swift system in the three active storage nodes shown in Table 2.
4.3.3. Delete Data

For the first case, the client deleted delete1.zip file in the swift system in the three active storage nodes. For the second case, the client deleted delete2 a try2.zip file in the swift system in the three active storage nodes. For the third case, the client deleted delete3 cobaz.zip file in the swift system in three active storage nodes. After the entire file deletion process succeeded, the execution time of file deletion processing is shown in the Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Storage Node: Active</td>
<td>18.23s</td>
<td>47.08s</td>
<td>&gt;15m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of Storage Nodes Inactive</td>
<td>22.52s</td>
<td>1m12s</td>
<td>&gt;20m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

From the design results of the private cloud storage system in the laboratory, it can be concluded that: The development of cloud-based private storage in OpenStack Swift can overcome the data loss that may occur due to the destruction of a physical machine in a computer lab. The stored data can still be accessed properly by using other computers in one network and the same system. With the existence of private storage system through swift, unused storage can be utilized in large amount in each physical machine. Each physical machine has a hard disk of one Terabyte that can be used in part for private storage. The use of this capacity in addition to overcome the data loss that may occur due to the destruction of a physical machine in a computer lab. The stored data can still be accessed properly by using other computers in one network and the same system.
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